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A ctivation of mature T lymphocytes (T cells) in response to pathogens and the maturation and selection of immature T cells (thymocytes) in the thymus leading to the available T cell repertoire are key features of an adaptive immune system (1). Antigen-presenting cells (APCs) catabolize pathogen-derived protein into small peptide fragments. These peptides can bind to proteins coded for by the major histocompatibility gene, and the resulting complexes [MHC peptide (MHCp)] are then displayed on the APC surface. Binding of T cell receptor (TCR) molecules expressed on the T cell surface to these MHCp complexes initiates intracellular signaling cascades that can activate mature T cells (2) , resulting in effector functions such as cytokine production, proliferation, and killing of target cells (3, 4) .
Recent in vitro and in vivo experiments have demonstrated that during mature T cell activation different types of receptors and ligands segregate to different regions of the T cell-APC junction (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . The resulting spatial pattern of receptors and ligands is called the immunological synapse. A temporally stable mature immunological synapse forms in many minutes and is characterized (Fig. 1a) by a central accumulation of TCR and MHCp (cSMAC) and a peripheral ring of adhesion molecules (pSMAC). A number of recent studies have provided partial answers to the question of how the synapse forms (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) , but its role in T cell activation is not well understood.
Thymocyte selection and maturation in the thymus also requires binding of TCR to MHCp complexes displayed on thymic APCs (20) . The peptides in this case are derived from proteins characteristic of the organism (self-peptides). Thymocytes undergo either positive or negative selection after TCR-MHCp binding (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . Positive selection is a step toward the development of mature T cells, whereas negative selection corresponds to apoptosis triggered by strong TCR-MHCp binding. Some details of signaling during thymocyte development and mature T cell activation are different (25) . However, because most of the initial molecular players and signaling pathways involved in mature T cell activation and thymocyte selection are the same, an important question emerges: Why are the biological consequences of similar signaling cascades initiated by TCR-MHCp binding different in the two cases? This question has motivated recent experiments (26-28) that examine whether synapse patterns at thymocyte-APC junctions are different from those observed during mature T cell activation.
In vitro experiments have been carried out with CD4 ϩ CD8 ϩ double-positive (DP) thymocytes interacting with thymic stromal cells (27) and with supported bilayer mimics of thymic APCs (26) . There are some differences between the synapse patterns observed in these two kinds of experiments. However, common features are that there is no central accumulation of TCR and that the synapse pattern is dynamic, in contrast to the stable cSMAC observed during mature T cell activation ( Fig. 1) . TCR expression levels are substantially lower in DP thymocytes compared with mature T cells (26, (29) (30) (31) . We use a statistical mechanical model to study whether this difference in TCR expression level underlies disparities between the synaptic patterns formed during thymocyte selection and that observed during mature T cell activation. We find that low TCR expression prevents the formation of a well organized synapse, and thermal fluctuations contribute to the formation of dynamic synapse patterns observed in experiments with DP thymocytes. We describe the forces that lead to multifocal dynamic synapses in terms of an analogy with the phase behavior of a simple fluid. In this analogy, TCR expression level determines the system free energy in much the same way as temperature determines the dependence of free energy on molar volume in a simple fluid. Richie et al. (27) studied conjugates between 5C.C7 DP thymocytes (from transgenic mice) and thymic stromal cells in an environment that simulates the three-dimensional in vivo environment of lymphoid organs. They found that, when the functional outcome is negative selection, CD3 (TCR) largely accumulates in the periphery of the synapse. The accumulation pattern is dynamic, however, and boluses of CD3 form, disappear, and reappear in the central region of the synapse.
Recent Experiments and Choice of Model
Hailman et al. (26) imaged thymocytes interacting with a planar bilayer containing MHCp and intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1). They found that DP thymocytes form synapses that are multifocal and dynamic (Fig. 1b) . Small clusters of MHCp are seen in a background of ICAM-1 in the intercellular junction. As in experiments with stromal cells (27) , the synapse is dynamic, and MHCp clusters form in particular spots, evanesce, and reappear in different parts of the junction (26) .
There are many possible reasons for the stark contrast between dynamic synapses formed by thymocytes and stable synapses characteristic of mature T cells. Examples include the lack of costimulatory molecules such as B7 on thymic APCs and differences in membrane characteristics between thymic APCs and those involved in mature T cell activation. Experiments with supported bilayers, however, do not incorporate these physiologically important differences between different types of APCs, and these factors cannot underlie the observations by Hailman et al. (26) .
A supported bilayer containing only ICAM-1 and MHCp represents a common controlled substrate with which both mature T cells and thymocytes can interact. Therefore, although less realistic than experiments with cell-cell conjugates, experiments with supported bilayers provide an opportunity to examine whether certain characteristics inherent to the stage of T cell maturity contribute to the dynamic character of thymocyte synapse patterns with bilayers and thymic stromal cells. It should be noted that most qualitative observations regarding synapse formation using the bilayer experimental platform and living APCs are consistent with each other (5-8, 11, 13, 26, 27) . In the rest of this article, we focus on the supported bilayer experimental platform. However, insights that we obtain are connected to observations reported for cell-cell aggregates (27, 28) . DP thymocytes from transgenic mice used by Hailman et al. (26) have a TCR expression level that is significantly (at least 1 order of magnitude) smaller than mature T cell controls. Richie et al. (27) also used thymocytes from transgenics that have a lower level of TCR expression (M. M. Davis, private communication). In vivo, nontransgenic DP thymocytes express low levels of TCR, and the expression level increases as cells mature in the thymus. This leads us to investigate whether the inherently low TCR expression can lead to dynamic synapse patterns for DP thymocytes. The expression of lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1 (LFA-1) on the transgenic thymocytes used in the experiments by Hailman et al. (26) is also somewhat smaller than in mature T cells. However, the decrease is modest compared with the large change in TCR expression levels, and thus we kept the LFA-1 expression level constant in our studies.
Methods
We extend a model developed by Qi et al. (18) that considers interacting populations of receptors and ligands contained in apposed membranes. One of the membranes (i.e., the cell membrane) is flexible and connected to a cytoskeletal complex. The other is flat and represents a supported bilayer. TCR and LFA-1 in the cell membrane can bind if apposed to the ligands MHCp and ICAM-1, respectively, in the supported bilayer. Receptor-ligand binding is characterized by on and off rates. Receptors and ligands are mobile in the two-dimensional planes of the membrane. Diffusion driven by concentration gradients or, in the case of TCR, a directed motion driven by cytoskeletal reorganization (32) determines mobility in the membrane. These processes of intramembrane protein motion and intermembrane receptor-ligand binding are described by Smoluchowski equations (Eqs. 1-6 below). The two pairs of receptors and ligands have different topographical sizes; the TCR-MHCp complex is Ϸ15 nm in size, whereas the LFA-1-ICAM-1 complex is Ϸ40 nm long (33) (34) (35) . Thus, the rate of receptor-ligand binding depends on local intermembrane separation (k on and k LI are functions of z in Eqs. 1-6 below).
The intermembrane separation (or membrane shape) evolves in time according to Eq. 7 below, which is a time-dependent LandauGinzburg equation (36) . This represents potential motion driving the membrane shape to that corresponding to the lowest free energy. Free-energy changes due to membrane-shape changes are influenced by three factors. Shape changes that result in creation of new area are penalized by an interfacial tension, and those that lead to the creation of high curvature manifolds are penalized by a bending rigidity (37) . These effects are described by the third term in the free-energy functional in Eq. 8. The difference in receptor͞ ligand sizes influences the membrane free energy in one more way in the model. If a bonded receptor-ligand complex exists at a given location, then membrane-shape changes that deform the bond away from its natural length (e.g., 15 nm for TCR-MHCp and 40 nm for LFA-1-ICAM-1) lead to free-energy penalties that we model using a harmonic approximation (first two terms in Eq. 8). The difference in topographical size of the different receptor-ligand pairs and the fact that they are embedded in a cell membrane that cannot be deformed without incurring free-energy penalties provide a mechanism for sorting different receptors and ligands to separate regions of the membrane (16, 33, 38) . Receptor mobility (directed or diffusive) is necessary for this sorting process.
The model developed by Qi et al. (18) includes TCR degradation in the simplest possible way (39-41). This effect is 
If we consider situations in which receptor-ligand binding͞ dissociation and protein mobility in the membrane are fast compared with membrane-shape changes during synapse formation, Eqs. 1-6 can be solved explicitly for the concentrations of the TCR-MHCp and LFA-1-ICAM-1 complexes. In particular,
and k LI (z) are Gaussians centered around 15 and 40 nm, respectively (18, 42) . When these expressions are substituted into Eq. 8, the free-energy functional that controls the time evolution of intermembrane spacing (z) is one that has two minima centered around z ϭ 40 and 15 nm. The depth of these free-energy minima depend on the propensity for LFA-1-ICAM-1 and TCR-MHCp binding, respectively. When receptor͞ligand expression levels and binding constants are such that the two free-energy minima are comparably favorable and deeper than k B T, thermal fluctuations in Eq. 7 are not important (Fig. 2I, curve a) . This is the case for synapse formation in mature T cells, and a well organized synapse forms with TCR-MHCp coexisting with and segregated from LFA-1-ICAM-1 (5, 18). However, if TCR expression levels become smaller, the free-energy minimum corresponding to TCR-MHCp binding will become more shallow (Fig. 2I, curve b) . For sufficiently small TCR expression, LFA-1-ICAM-1 will be dominant in the synapse and thermal fluctuations may become important. These random fluctuations provide a driving force for destroying order created by deterministic forces arising from receptor-ligand binding. In particular, they may result in short-lived TCR-MHCp clusters. Because we wish to consider the effects of low TCR expression on synapse formation, in this article thermal fluctuations are considered explicitly. Thermal fluctuations represented by (t) are drawn from a Gaussian distribution with 0 mean and variance determined by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (37), i.e., ͗͑r, t͒͘ ϭ 0; ͗͑r, t͒͑rЈ, tЈ͒͘ ϭ 2Mk B T␦͑r Ϫ rЈ͒␦͑t Ϫ tЈ͒, where T is the temperature, k B is Boltzmann's constant, r is the two-dimensional location in the intercellular junction, and ␦ represents the Dirac delta function. The parameters (details in Supporting Appendix, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org, and the figure legends) used to carry out the calculations reported in this article are the same as that used in previous studies that led to results similar to the experiments by Grakoui et al. (5) . (26) . Values of other parameters are specified in Supporting Appendix and were used in earlier studies of synapse formation (18, 42) . Snapshots of the distribution of ICAM-1 and MHCp at various time points are shown for a specific calculated trajectory (analogous to a particular experiment). In all such trajectories (see also Movies 1 and 2, which are published as supporting information on the PNAS web site), we see that a mature synapse forms with the characteristic cSMAC and pSMAC in a few minutes. Fig. 4 shows results of calculations for which all parameters in the model are kept the same as those corresponding to Fig. 3 except for the TCR concentration, which is lowered by 1 order of magnitude [consistent with experiments with thymocytes (26)]. Under these conditions, 75% of our calculated trajectories exhibit the behavior depicted in Fig. 4 (Movies 1 and 2) . ICAM-1 is the dominant species in the intercellular junction. However, holes in the ICAM-1 structure correspond to MHCp clusters. These MHCp clusters appear in different regions of the synapse, evanesce, and then reappear in other parts of the junction. The behavior resembles the dynamic multifocal synapses observed in experiments (see Movies 1 and 2). These characteristics are observed below a threshold value of TCR expression. However, -1) is the dominant species at a particular location. The TCR expression level is 1 order of magnitude smaller than that shown in Fig. 3 and corresponds to DP thymocytes (26) . below a certain even lower level of TCR expression, no MHCp clusters are observed in the synapse (Fig. 5) .
Results
We have carried out calculations with another MHCp characterized by the affinity of MCC88-103. The results (data not shown) are the same as that shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . In other words, when TCR expression levels are Ϸ10 times smaller than that for mature T cells, dynamic multifocal synapses characteristic of thymocytes are observed. Thus, the formation of multifocal dynamic synapses for sufficiently small levels of TCR expression is not special for Hb64-76. We have also carried out calculations with and without allowing for TCR degradation (data not shown). In general, we find that the range of TCR expression levels corresponding to dynamic multifocal synapses is higher when TCR degradation is included.
Discussion
Receptor-ligand binding is energetically favorable. The difference in topographical size between the two types of receptorligand pairs implies that free-energy minima associated with TCR-MHCp binding and LFA-1-ICAM-1 binding correspond to different intermembrane separations (Fig. 2) . TCR-MHCp binding propensity provides a force that favors an intermembrane separation of 15 nm, whereas LFA-1-ICAM-1 binding favors an intermembrane separation equal to 40 nm.
The depth of each minimum shown in Fig. 2 represents propensity for binding and is determined by the intrinsic molecular affinity and the concentrations of a receptor and its complementary ligand. This can be understood by using both kinetic and thermodynamic arguments. For example, if receptor-ligand binding is locally at equilibrium, then the concentration of the TCR-MHCp is given by C TM ϭ (C T C M )͞K d , where C T and C M are the local concentrations of unbound TCR and MHCp in the membranes, respectively. This expression shows that a larger TCR concentration leads to a larger concentration of bound TCR, which in turn implies that the free-energy minimum corresponding to intermembrane separation of 15 nm is deeper. This is because the larger the number of TCR-MHCp complexes, the greater the driving force to make the local intermembrane spacing equal 15 nm. The same point can be made by using the mass-action law, which states that the binding rate is k on C T C M . Again, a larger pool of free TCR molecules corresponds to a greater rate, or driving force, for binding and an intermembrane separation of 15 nm. The same arguments apply to LFA-1-ICAM-1 binding and the energy minimum at intermembrane separation equal to 40 nm.
Imagine that receptor concentration and ligand affinity for TCR and LFA-1 are such that the minima for intermembrane separations at 15 and 40 nm are roughly of the same depth. This is analogous to the free-energy profile as a function of density for a simple fluid (say, water) at temperatures that result in coexistence of liquid and vapor in separate regions of the same enclosure. Because of gravity, liquid occupies the lower part of the enclosure (see Fig. 2 ). Analogous to this situation, for TCR concentrations that result in mature T cell synapses, TCRMHCp and LFA-1-ICAM-1 coexist in separate parts of the intercellular junction. The membrane-bending rigidity and tension play the role of gravity in this case, and a synapse with the shorter TCR-MHCp pair in the middle and the LFA-1-ICAM-1 pair in the periphery results because such a shape leads to a lower bending and interfacial free energy for the membrane.
When TCR concentration is lowered (as in thymocytes) compared with the situation described above, the driving force for TCR-MHCp binding is smaller, and the corresponding free-energy minimum (at 15 nm) is more shallow than that for LFA-1-ICAM-1 binding (at 40 nm). Now the free-energy profile (Fig. 2I, curve b) favors LFA-1-ICAM-1 binding, and in the absence of thermal fluctuations Fig. 4 would be red in color. However, thermally induced membrane-shape fluctuations will allow TCR-MHCp binding, and the corresponding free-energy minimum will be sampled sometimes. This minimum being more shallow, thermal fluctuations will also drive the system back to the red minimum more easily. In other words, the life time of this state is small compared with the life time of the red state. Thus, green spots will appear, live for a certain time that grows with the depth of the minimum, and then will evanesce. They then will reappear in other locations driven by thermal fluctuations. Such dynamic multifocal synapse formation is analogous to the formation of transient liquid droplets due to thermal density fluctuations in a fluid at temperatures above the boiling point (Fig. 2) . For synapse formation, TCR expression level plays a role analogous to temperature for the behavior of a fluid.
The MHCp clusters observed in thymocyte synapses are Ϸ1 m in size (E. Hailman, private communication). Typical sizes of liquid domains created by thermal fluctuations in a vapor phase are much smaller and get large only in the vicinity of the critical point. This difference between the analogous situations is primarily due to two reasons that result in a lower barrier between the two relevant free-energy minima (Fig. 2) for cell-cell interactions. In fluids, the widths of the free-energy minima corresponding to vapor and liquid are directly related to compressibilities of fluid phases, which are quite small. In contrast, the widths of the free-energy minima associated with binding of receptors and ligands embedded in membranes are determined by two factors. In addition to the analog of compressibility (i.e., the parameter i , which measures bond flexibility), flexibility of receptor tethering to the cell membrane plays an important role in determining the range of intermembrane separations over which receptor-ligand binding can occur. The additional dependence of receptor-ligand binding propensity on z increases the widths of the free-energy minima which, in turn, lowers the effective barrier between the two minima. A second reason for the barrier being lower for cell-cell interactions is the lower dimensionality (equal to 2) compared with a fluid in a three-dimensional container. Thus, the intrinsic barrier height scales with MHCp cluster size less strongly than the barrier scales with droplet size in fluids. These factors, in a sense, make our system closer to a critical point in fluid systems where large droplets of liquid in a vapor are common. We do not observe clusters smaller than 1 m with high probability in thymocyte synapses, because the membrane-bending energy strongly penalizes membrane deformations on length scales shorter than ͌ ͞␥. (26) , as TCR expression level increases, the propensity for forming stable synapses characteristic of mature T cells increases. For very low levels of TCR, the synapse is dominated by ICAM-1 and does not contain MHCp clusters over long times. Fig. 5 shows that as the TCR expression increases from a value corresponding to situations in which multifocal dynamic synapses are observed, the likelihood of forming classical synapses characteristic of mature T cells becomes larger. This is because the free-energy minimum corresponding to TCR-MHCp binding becomes deeper (more favorable). This may be the reason why Hailman et al. found that a larger fraction of single-positive thymocytes [which have a higher TCR expression (43) ] form classical synapses compared with DP thymocytes (26) . We only observe dynamic multifocal synapses over a range of TCR concentrations (Fig. 5) because below a threshold level of TCR expression the life time of TCR-MHCp becomes unobservably small. The range of TCR expression level over which our model predicts formation of dynamic multifocal synapses is higher when TCR degradation is incorporated, because during the course of synapse formation the TCR concentration is lowered below the initial level of expression.
TCR expression levels are down-regulated at the DP stage by posttranscriptional mechanisms involving the molecule SLAP (29) (30) (31) . Our result that lower TCR expression in DP thymocytes leads to a synapse pattern different from that observed during mature T cell activation, which could lead to differential signaling, implies that down-regulation of TCR expression at the DP stage is not coincidental. Differential signaling mediated by a different synapse pattern when DP thymocytes interact with ligands in the thymus may be necessary to trigger thymocyte selection by using the same signaling molecules as those involved in mature T cell activation. The active form of the tyrosine kinase, Lck, is found to be maintained at high levels for a significantly longer period in thymocyte synapses (26, 27) compared with mature T cells (8, 13) . Could this difference in the activity of membrane proximal signaling molecules be due to the different synapse patterns? Understanding these issues requires incorporating a model for signal transduction into the statistical mechanical model for synapse formation that we have studied here.
